
Dylan Finglas,  Affected by MSD 

MSD Action Foundation is a proud member of HRCI

#HealthResearchMatters

ABOUT OUR ORGANISATION:
MSD Action Foundation and SavingDylan.com are one in the same body with the same goal which is:  ‘To promote and support 
research that will lead to positive clinical outcomes and quality of life for patients suffering from Multiple Sulfatase Deficiency.’ 
We were established in March 2015 and we were the first ever foundation to be established in the world to advocate for MSD. 

Since we were established, support for MSD research has been steadily increasing. Foundations advocating for MSD have been 
established in the USA (2016),  Argentina (2017) and Spain (2018).  The goals of the various foundations are essentially the same.  The 
hope is that the research we all support can help to expand research on MSD in as many ways as possible. We have a focus on 
translational research and ensuring that all the research tools are available to any researcher that wishes to avail of them.

WHAT WE DO IN RESEARCH
• In the past 18 months we have committed to fund eight research projects in 

relation to Multiple Sulfatase Deficiency.  All so far are lab-based pre clinical 
research studies. We firmly believe that a number of these will help to identify 
potential treatments or be supportive in bringing us closer to clinic.

• To further support the potential outcomes of the various research efforts into 
MSD we are working on promoting a retrospective natural history study that we 
helped to initiate on MSD at Children’s Hospital of Philadelphia (CHOP). Natural 
History Studies of normal disease progression are critical to help design future 
clinical trials.

• We develop our research strategy in conjunction with parents/care givers living 
with Multiple Sulfatase Deficiency.  Calls for research proposals are based on our 
research strategy therefore this is a factor in our research decision-making.

OUR RESEARCH HIGHLIGHTS
Research projects we funded or helped to initiate include:

• Following the 1st ever  international MSD conference that we hosted in Dublin in July 
2017, an evidence-based clinical care guidelines document was developed by MSD 
experts. The document was subsequently published in MGM journal in 2018.

PARTNERING WITH OTHER CHARITIES INTERESTS US:

• We would like to work with other charities to try to help exchange ideas and 
strategies that could help to make an impact in any way possible for those 
affected by rare diseases.

• To try to change conditions in Ireland for patients and families affected by rare 
diseases for the betterment of all.  We believe its not always about trying to 
influence policy makers on medium to long term changes.  From our experience 
we believe the patient voice is powerful.

• We would like to share resources and experiences with HRCI members who are 
working to establish a PPI network.

WE WOULD LIKE TO MAKE RESEARCHERS AWARE:
• We would like to connect with any biomedical researchers who might consider 

undertaking research on MSD  

• MSD is one of about 50 Lysosomal Storage Disorders (LSDs). Scientifically, MSD is an 
extremely interesting disorder

• There is a real lack of LSD researchers in Ireland

• It may be that potential treatments for MSD could help some or many single sulfatase 
disorders such as some Mucopolysaccharidoses (MPS conditions) and Metachromatic 
Leukodystrophy (MLD)

• We are committed to supporting researchers in their patient and public involvement 
activities

THE BENEFITS OF HRCI (formerly the MRCG) TO OUR WORK
• The HRCI-HRB Joint Funding Scheme has allowed us to fund 3 research projects, with the assurance that they have 

been subject to international peer review in accordance with best practice. In our opinion, the HRCI-HRB Joint 
Funding Scheme is the best opportunity in Ireland to secure funding for ultra rare conditions such as MSD

• Being an HRCI member has greatly assisted us to be better informed about relevant developments in health research 
and has helped connect us with a network of people with similar goals and those that could be of assistance in 
achieving our aims

• Being a member of HRCI has helped by giving us the opportunity to sit on the Rare Disease Taskforce

• The HRCI PPI Shared Learning Group has guided us in formalising our patient involvement activities and provided us 
with helpful resources

CHARITY CONTACT: 
Name: Alan Finglas,  Founder / Research Manager  
Email: info@msdactionfoundation.org / alanfinglas@gmail.com
Phone number:  +35386 8265747

• Multiple drug screens on MSD cell 
lines, Zebrafish & mice.

• A promising gene therapy research 
programme that is very likely to 
translate to clinical trials.

• A very likely prospective Natural 
History Study on MSD to start in 
2019/2020

• New MSD Mouse models
• MSD Zebrafish models
• MSD Drosophila models (fruit fly)
• More patient fibroblasts available to 

researchers.
• iPS cells derived from 6 patient samples
• A patient registry initiated by us with 

help from OpenApp.ie and MSD experts 

ABOUT MSD
MSD is an ultra rare genetic condition in children that is clinically devastating. It is a neuro degenerative condition which leads to 
severe pain, suffering and death.  Affected patients will either experience either slow or rapid decline depending on the age of onset.  
Based on evidence, the genetic mutations carried by patients can be sometimes be indicative of the life expectancy.  Most patients do 
not survive long enough to reach their 10th birthday.
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